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ASSESSMENT BACKGROUND 

This sidewalk feasibility study is for the south side of MD 175 (Annapolis Road) from the 

Sappington Station Road roundabout (milepoint 2.30) to MD 170 (Telegraph Road) (milepoint 

3.27). This project is located in Odenton, Anne Arundel County. This study was requested by 

Daniel Anderson, Engineer Manager for the Anne Arundel County Department of Public Works. 

The original email request is shown in Appendix A along with the Anne Arundel County 

Priorities Letter. 

 

PURPOSE AND NEED  

The Anne Arundel County Department of Public 

Works requested new sidewalk along MD 175 

between the Sappington Station Road roundabout 

and MD 170 because pedestrians currently walk on 

grass or in parking lots when traveling along the 

eastbound (EB) side of MD 175. Although the 

request was only for the EB side of the road, there 

are parts of the westbound (WB) side currently 

without existing sidewalk where pedestrians were 

observed walking during a site visit (Figure 1). For 

this reason, both sides of MD 175 were evaluated for 

sidewalk feasibility.  

The study area is dense with apartments and 

businesses, and includes a small number of homes. 

There are four bus stops within the project study 

area, only two of which are connected to an existing 

sidewalk. New sidewalks would connect the existing 

sidewalk sections to each other and to the sidewalks at the termini of the project. Such 

connectivity would make it safer and easier for pedestrians to reach various destinations within 

and around the project limits such as schools, businesses, and healthcare facilities.  

 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

Information for existing conditions was gathered from the Enterprise Geographic Information 

System (eGIS), Maryland’s Environmental Resource and Land Information Network (MERLIN), 

aerial photography, a site visit, as well as other Maryland Department of Transportation State 

Highway Administration (MDOT SHA) resources. MD 175 is classified as an urban minor 

arterial, as shown in the Highway Location Reference Report, found in Appendix B.  

Figure 1. Path on the WB side of MD 175  
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MD 175 is a four-lane, undivided roadway, except at the major intersection approaches of MD 

170 and the roundabout where medians are present. The posted speed limit is 40 mph and there 

are no marked bike lanes throughout the project limits.  

Pedestrian generators within the study area include banks, healthcare facilities, restaurants, 

apartments, homes, bus stops, a post office, a liquor store and bar, and a church. Outside the 

study area, but within walking distance, there are churches, bus stops, a library, and other 

businesses; most of these are located on MD 170. Based on data from MERLIN the project limits 

are within a sustainable community. 

There is an existing closed drainage system along MD 175 within the study area. The EB side of 

MD 175 has drainage ditches parallel to the road and both sides have occasional curb openings 

and concrete ditches (Figure 2 and 3). At the intersection of MD 175 and Oakton Road there is a 

guardrail to prevent cars from entering a deep drainage ditch (Figure 3). According to the 

structure inventory listed on eGIS, there is a minor structure for an unnamed tributary of Severn 

Run under MD 175 approximately 500 feet 

east of the intersection with MD 170. The 

structure ID number is 02040X0 and the box 

culvert is 10’-11” by 7’-1”, 95 feet long 

(Figure 4). MD 175 crosses railroad tracks 

around 375 feet east of MD 170 that are 

owned by MDOT Maryland Transit 

Figure 3. Drainage ditch, head wall, and 

guardrail along MD 175 EB 

Figure 2. Curb opening from MD 175 EB leading to 

a channel and headwall 

Figure 4. Head wall and pipe beneath MD 175, 

east of MD 170 
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Administration and connect to a Maryland Area Regional Commuter (MARC) train line.  

MD 175 EB 

At the intersection with MD 170, there are sidewalks with 

compliant width, but end abruptly, without a ramp or 

detectable warning surface (DWS) (Figure 5). Between the 

sidewalk’s terminus and the Academy Junction Shopping 

Plaza there are utility poles and vegetation adjacent to the 

road along with railroad tracks and a steep roadside slope. 

There is an existing sidewalk in front of Academy Junction 

Shopping Plaza located approximately 40 feet from the 

edge of the roadway. From the Academy Junction 

Shopping Plaza to the Odenton Medical Center the 

roadside is relatively flat with utility poles five feet from 

the curb and occasional shallow drainage ditches. At the 

Odenton Medical Center there is a sidewalk which varies 

from 13 to 45 feet from MD 175. A portion of the running slope is greater than a 12:1 and 

neither end has a DWS or a ramp. Between the sidewalk and curb is a concrete drainage ditch 

that is showing signs of deterioration. Continuing east until the Good Year store, the roadside is 

flat for five feet with utility poles at the toe of a short hill. From the Good Year store to the 

abandoned gas station there are various signs and landscape areas with a short landscape wall. At 

the entrance to the Odenton Shopping Center there is a crosswalk across MD 175 that leads to a 

sidewalk ramp, but the sidewalk does not continue into the Odenton Shopping Center or along 

MD 175 (Figure 6). Between the parking lot and the road is a 14-foot wide grass buffer 

containing utility poles, signs, and a transformer box. The existing ramp and median crossing at 

the entrance to the 7-11 parking lot are not compliant with ADA standards. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Sidewalk ending on MD 

175 EB originating from MD 170 NB 

Figure 6. Ramp 

in front of 

Odenton 

Shopping 

Center 

Figure 7. Ramp 

in front of 

Dairy Queen 
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MD 175 WB 

There is a five-foot sidewalk adjacent to the right turn lane from MD 175 WB which continues 

along MD 170 NB for over a quarter mile. Along MD 175 WB, the sidewalk ends in a grassy 

area without a ramp or DWS. From MD 170 to the Friendly Liquor Store there are utility poles 

less than five feet from the roadway, a vegetated down-slope, a transmission tower, and a MARC 

railroad line. From the Friendly Liquor Store to Oakton Road, there is less than two feet of flat 

roadside before lawns slope upward from the curb. From Oakton Road to Keller Williams Real 

Estate there is sidewalk greater than five feet wide and about 12 feet from MD 175. The 

businesses between Keller Williams Real Estate and the Kennedy Krieger Institute have small 

landscape buffers ranging from 5 to 10 feet wide between their parking lots and MD 175. The 

grass in front of the Dairy Queen has a ramp from a crosswalk but the ramp does not connect to a 

sidewalk (Figure 7). Between the Papa John’s and Shell gas station is a wooded area 

approximately 10 feet from the roadway. From the Kennedy Krieger Institute to the Sappington 

Station Road roundabout, the existing sidewalk is ADA compliant.  

MD 175 and Sappington Station Road 

Roundabout 

At the Sappington Station Road roundabout, there 

are many non-compliant DWSs because their 

color does not provide the required high contrast 

to the adjacent sidewalk (Figure 8). 

The current ADA compliance within the project 

limits is shown in Appendix C. 

Pedestrians were observed crossing MD 175 

outside of crosswalks, specifically at the east 

entrance to the Odenton Shopping Center from the 

nearby apartments. There are crosswalks at all legs of the Sappington Station Road roundabout 

and along the south and east sides of the intersection of MD 175 and MD 170.  

 

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 

Five-foot wide sidewalk with a three-foot grass buffer is proposed along the entire EB and WB 

side of MD 175 between MD 170 and the Sappington Station Road roundabout. Existing utility 

poles and drainage features may create pinch points in the sidewalk at the following locations: 

east of the railroad tracks and in front of the Shell Gas Station. At these pinch point locations, the 

proposed sidewalk may narrow to three feet wide and the grass buffer would not be provided. 

Medians within commercial entrances and driveways may be shortened or a cut-through will be 

provided to create a clear path between sidewalks on opposite sides of the entrance. 

 

Figure 8. A DWS at the roundabout without 

a high color contrast to the nearby surface 
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MD 175 EB 

The proposed five-foot sidewalk would tie into the existing sidewalk adjacent to the right turn 

lane from MD 170 NB. A ramp and DWS are proposed on each side of the railroad tracks. East 

of the tracks the sidewalk would narrow to three feet wide at the headwall and around the utility 

poles. The Highway Hydraulics Division (HHD) would be consulted regarding any 

modifications to the existing culvert.  

Thirty feet of sidewalk is proposed to connect the existing sidewalks in front of the Academy 

Junction Shopping Plaza and PNC Bank to the proposed sidewalk along MD 175. The proposed 

sidewalk west of Harding Avenue would be more than three feet from the existing curb to avoid 

existing utility poles. Immediately east of Harding Avenue the buffer is removed to avoid 

impacting an existing inlet. East of Oakton Road modifications to the existing pipe, headwall, 

and concrete channel are necessary for the addition of a five-foot sidewalk. The HHD would be 

involved in the adjustments and their design would determine whether the existing guardrail is 

removed or relocated. 

A sidewalk is proposed adjacent to the existing curb in front of the Odenton Medical Center. The 

proposed sidewalk would tie into the existing sidewalk and adjustments to the concrete channel 

would be discussed with the HHD. The proposed sidewalk is without a buffer east of the 

Odenton Medical Center and would require minimal grading. Changes are proposed to the 

landscape area and wall in front of the car wash to provide sufficient space for a five-foot 

sidewalk.  

At the entrance to the Odenton Shopping Center a sidewalk is proposed from MD 175 into the 

Odenton Shopping Center.  In the grass in front of the Odenton Shopping Center the proposed 

sidewalk alignment avoids existing the utility poles through bump-outs. However, there is one 

location where a transformer box, in conjunction with 

utility poles and bollards, would inhibit a sidewalk at least 

three feet wide so its removal is proposed (Figure 9). The 

non-compliant ramp and median crossing by 7-11 would 

be improved. 

A crosswalk is proposed across Oakton Road and a 

crosswalk and pedestrian signals are proposed across the 

entrance to the Odenton Shopping Center.  

MD 175 WB 

The proposed sidewalk would tie into the existing 

sidewalk adjacent to the right turn lane to MD 170 NB. 

A ramp and DWS are proposed on each side of the 

railroad tracks. The HHD would be involved if the 

proposed five-foot sidewalk east of the railroad tracks impacts the existing headwall. By the 

utility poles east of the headwall the sidewalk would be narrowed to three feet.  

Figure 9. Transformer box and other 

existing features in the grass 

between the parking lot and MD 170 
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In front of the Friendly Liquor Store a sidewalk is proposed in the grass section between the 

parking lot and MD 175. From the Friendly Liquor Store to Harding Avenue grading would be 

required to construct the proposed five-foot sidewalk due to the existing slope at the edge of the 

properties along MD 175 WB. In the northeast corner of Oakton Road and MD 175 the existing 

sidewalk would be modified to align with the proposed sidewalk on the other side of Oakton 

Road. 

Along MD 175 WB the proposed five-foot sidewalk can be installed within the landscape areas 

from Keller Williams Real Estate to the Kennedy Krieger Institute. There is one pinch-point 

within this section at the Shell Gas station, where the proposed sidewalk can be narrowed to 

three feet around the utility pole. Rocks in front of the Shell Gas Station must be removed for the 

installation of the proposed sidewalk. The sidewalk in front of the Dairy Queen would tie into 

the existing ramp.  

A crosswalk is proposed across Oakton Road. 

MD 175 and Sappington Station Road Roundabout 

The DWSs at the roundabout would be replaced with compliant DWSs. 

Concept plans for the proposed sidewalk are provided in Appendix D. 

A preliminary major quantities estimate was created using MDOT SHA’s 2016 Cost Estimating 

Manual. The total estimated cost of the proposed improvements is $970,000.00. This cost does 

not include any potential right-of-way costs and utilizes a contingency factor of 40%. Refer to 

Appendix E for a cost breakdown.    

 

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE & PERMITTING 

There are no properties listed on the Maryland Inventory of Historic Properties within the study 

limits. This area is part of the Severn River Watershed and the Lower Western Shore Tributary 

Basin. No wetlands are shown on eGIS however a wetland delineation may need to be completed 

by the Environmental Planning Division during design to determine if the existing ditches 

classify as wetlands. Also during design, an Environmental Inventory will be performed and the 

necessary permits will be obtained. It is anticipated that SWM and Erosion and Sediment Control 

permits would be needed. 

 

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT (SWM) & DRAINAGE 

MD 175 is a closed section for the entire length of the study area and the proposed sidewalks 

should have a minimal impact on the existing drainage patters. The modifications to the existing 

curb openings, headwalls, inlets, and concrete and asphalt ditches will be designed by the HDD 

(Figure 10, 11, and 12). Depending on what is proposed by the HHD, easements or additional 

ROW may be required.  
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UTILITIES 

There is a sign designating the presence of underground cables 

(Figure 13) in the grass buffer between the Odenton Shopping Center 

parking lot and MD 175. There is a post indicating a gas pipeline 

(Figure 14) west of the Goodyear Store.  

Aerial utility lines along both sides of the road prevent the sidewalk 

from being continuously straight. Relocating the utility poles is not 

recommended due to the cost. Sidewalk bump-outs around the utility 

poles will be provided to maintain the minimum five-foot width 

where feasible. A transmission tower is located adjacent to MD 175 

WB east of the railroad tracks. In the grass in front of the Odenton 

Shopping Center parking lot there is a rusting transformer box and 

relocation is recommended. 

A utility designation would be completed during design to identify 

all existing underground utilities. 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Non-ADA 

compliant inlet cover in a 

driveway along MD 175 EB 

Figure 10. Concrete ditch 

with grass growing in the 

cracks along MD 175 EB 

Figure 11. Asphalt 

drainage channel showing 

significant wear along MD 

175 EB 

Figure 13. Underground 

cable warning along MD 

175 EB 
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RIGHT-OF-WAY (ROW)  

Based on preliminary ROW information from eGIS it was estimated 

that more than half of the proposed sidewalk is within existing MDOT 

SHA ROW. The SWM designs proposed by the HHD would most 

likely be outside of existing ROW.  

Anne Arundel County would be responsible for acquiring any 

additional ROW and maintaining the sidewalk after construction.   

 

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATION 

The points of concern for this project are as follows: 

1. The earthwork associated with the proposed sidewalk east of 

the railroad tracks would most likely impact the existing 

culvert. Any impacts to the culvert or the surrounding area 

would be discussed with the HHD.  

2. The guardrail along MD 175 EB east of Oakton Road is in the 

path of the proposed sidewalk. Removing the guardrail would leave the headwall and 

concrete ditch exposed and create an unsafe roadside. It is recommended to adjust the 

headwall and ditch so that the guardrail is either unnecessary or can be placed outside of 

the path of the proposed sidewalk. This area may require additional pipe and ROW so as 

not to impact the adjacent parking lot of Nationwide Insurance. HHD will be consulted 

during the design process. 

3. In the grass in front of the Odenton Shopping Center the proposed sidewalk alignment 

avoids existing the utility poles through bump-outs. However, there is one location where 

a transformer box, in conjunction with utility poles and bollards, would inhibit a sidewalk 

at least three feet wide. The proposed solution is to relocate the transformer box.  

The proposed sidewalk improvements are reasonable because new sidewalks would improve 

both pedestrian safety and access to pedestrian generators along MD 175 and MD 170. The 

proposed improvements are feasible because most of the existing curb and gutter can remain, the 

above-ground utilities will be minimally impacted, and traffic can be maintained during 

construction. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Gas 

pipeline warning 

along MD 175 EB 
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APPENDIX – A 

CORRESPONDENCE FROM COUNTY 

  



1

Jason Weinberg

From: Daniel Anderson <pwande85@aacounty.org>

Sent: Monday, October 17, 2016 1:48 PM

To: Jared Paper-Evers; William Gover; John Vranish; Michael Fulk; Beth Ann Larson; Heather 

Hunt; Conan Andrzejewski; Dale Edwards

Cc: Debra Russell; Ulrich, Brian; Bodmann, Mark J.

Subject: AA1725279 MD 214, AA1785179 MD 173, AA1795179 MD 168, AA1805179 MD 424

Attachments: SHA ad list 2016-9-29.pdf; AA priority letter SWs 2016-4.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Completed

Could you please send me the cost estimates for the subject projects, identifying the County's 
anticipated share, and the R/W $ amount. 
 
I received the revised MOU's from Dale for MD 424.  John G, from our 9/12/2016 meeting, you were 
to provide us the plats for this one, and the MOU says the appraisals.  Has SHA considered obtaining 
quit claims and / or rights of entries as method of cost containment in lieu fee simple R/W acquisition 
?  The MOU also notes outreach during the design phase.  Has this occurred ?  If not, it may be the 
opportune time to ask the adjacent community associations and / or property owners to relinquish 
their rights to the land that neither has clear title to. 
 
Also, the County receives funding from the Arundel Mills Live casino that we'd like to use towards 
sidewalks along MD 713 and MD 176.  Please initiate these designs, and initiate the design for a 
sidewalk along the south side of MD 175 from the Sappington Station roundabout to MD 170. 
 
Let me know if questions / comments. 
 
 
Daniel Anderson 

Engineer Manager, Transportation Engineering 

Anne Arundel County Department of Public Works 

Bureau of Engineering 

2662 Riva Road, MS-7301 

Annapolis, MD 21401 

Phone: (410) 222-7566 
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APPENDIX – B 

HIGHWAY LOCATION REFERENCE MANUAL 

 

  



MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

DATA SERVICES ENGINEERING DIVISION

HIGHWAY LOCATION REFERENCE

PAGE: 105

COUNTY:

DATE:

ANNE ARUNDEL

DISTRICT: 5

12/31/15

ROUTE NUMBER:

INVENTORY DIRECTION:

STATE SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL CLASS MEDIAN TYPE ACCESS CONTROL NHS MILEPOINT MILEPOINT DESCRIPTION
MARKED

LANES

SURFACE

WIDTH/TYPE* AADT

ROUTE NAME:

NORTH

ANNAPOLIS RD

MD  175 CONTINUED

STATE SECONDARY NONE NOT NHSROUNDABOUT   02.272  11,382 4                48IROUNDABOUTURB MINOR ART

  02.272    CO1097 HIGGINS DR

  02.272    CO4645 ODENTON RD

  02.272    MD 32AA SAPPINGTON STATION RD

CURBED   02.300  2                24I

  02.300 END ROUNDABOUT

  02.320  3                36I

  02.320 SPUR TO ODENTON RD

PAINTED   02.375

  02.394  4                48I

NONE (UNDIV)   02.420

  02.460 GATEWAY BLVD

PAINTED   02.503

NONE (UNDIV)   02.527

  02.541 ODENTON SHOPPING CENTER

  02.628 ENT TO SHOPPING CENTER

  02.628 TRAFFIC SIGNAL

  02.910    CO1031 OAKTON RD

  02.966 NICHOLS-BETHEL UNITED METHODIST 

CHURCH

  02.990    CO1030 HARDING AVE

PAINTED   03.110

CURBED   03.130

  03.158 DRAINAGE STRUC

  03.200 R/R #CR 529 603 N

  03.230 SPUR FR PINEY ORCHARD PKWY

  03.240 SPUR TO MD 170

  03.270  24,471 4                56I

  03.270 TRAFFIC SIGNAL

  03.270    CO5496 PINEY ORCHARD PKWY

  03.270    MD170 TELEGRAPH RD

  03.290 SPUR TO PINEY ORCHARD PKWY

  03.320 SPUR FR MD 170

  03.350  4                48I

*A,B = UNIMPROVED; C = GRADED & DRAINED; D,E = SOIL,GRAVEL,STONE; F,G = LOW TYPE BITUMINOUS

H,I = HIGH TYPE BITUMINOUS; J = CONCRETE; K= BRICK; L = BLOCK

PAGE: 105
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APPENDIX – C 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) 

COMPLIANCE 

 

  



ADA Complience 1/11/2017



ADA  Compliance at Roundabout 1/24/2017
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APPENDIX – D 

CONCEPT PLANS 
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COST ESTIMATES 
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MD 175 ESTIMATE  

CATEGORY ITEM NO.  QTY $/UNIT  COST 

CATEGORY 1 – PRELIMINARY   50% OF CATEGORIES 2, 4, 5, 6 FOR SINGLE-AD 
FUND 79 PROJECTS 

  
$ 150,863.75 

    
      

  CATEGORY 1 =    $ 150,863.75 

CATEGORY 2 – GRADING       
210027 2001 REMOVAL OF EXISTING PAVED DITCHES 22 CY $150.00 $ 29,900.00  
210026 2002 REMOVAL OF EXISTING SIDEWALK 27.5 CY $125.00 $ 3,437.50 
210011 2003 REMOVAL OF EXISTING CURB AND GUTTER 31 LF $15.00 $ 465.00 
202065 2004 COMMON BORROW 548 CY $35.00 $ 19,180.00 
201032 2005 CLASS 2 EXCAVATION 170 CY $55.00 $ 9,350.00 
      

  CATEGORY 2 =    $ 35,732.50 

CATEGORY 3 – DRAINAGE   30% OF CATEGORIES 2, 4, 5, 6 FOR FUND 79 
PROJECTS WITH SUBSTANTIAL DRAINAGE WORK 

  
$ 90,518.25 

    
      

  CATEGORY 3 =    $ 90,518.25 

CATEGORY 4 – STRUCTURES       
  CATEGORY 4 =    $         - 

CATEGORY 5 – PAVING       
  CATEGORY 5 =    $         - 

CATEGORY 6 – SHOULDER       
655105 6001 5 INCH CONCRETE SIDEWALK 30225 SF $7.00 $ 211,575.00 
655120 6002 DETECTABLE WARNING SURFACE 890 SF $53.50 $ 47,615.00 
634101 6003 STANDARD TYPE A CURB AND GUTTER* 31 LF $55.00 $ 1,705.00 
662182 6004 REMOVE AND RESET EXISTING TRAFFIC BARRIER** 30 LF $50.00 $ 1,500.00 
695183 6005 REMOVE AND RESET EXISTING FENCE 120 LF $30.00 $ 3,600.00 
      

  CATEGORY 6 =    $ 265,955.00 

CATEGORY 7 – LANDSCAPING   12% OF CATEGORIES 2, 4, 5, 6 FOR FUND 79 
PROJECTS 

   
    $ 36,207.30 
      

  CATEGORY 7 =    $ 36,207.30 

CATEGORY 8 – UTILITIES      
865210 8001 AUDIBLE/TACTILE PEDESTRIAN PUSHBUTTON 

STATION AND SIGNS*** 
2 EA $805.00 $ 1,610.00 

  8% OF CATEGORIES 2, 4, 5, 6 FOR PROJECTS 
INVOLVING NEW CONSTRUCTION 

  $ 24,138.20 

      

  CATEGORY 8 =   $ 25,748.20 

SUBTOTAL     $ 605,065.00 
      

  40% CONTINGENCY   $ 242,026.00 
      

SUBTOTAL – NEAT CONSTRUCTION    $ 847,091.00 
      

  14.4% OVERHEAD   $ 121,981.10 
      

TOTAL PROJECT COST       $ 969,072.10 

 

*It is assumed that the existing curb and gutter will not have to be replaced and that the proposed sidewalk can be 

installed behind it. 

**Remove and reset was used in the estimate as opposed to remove and dispose because remove and reset is 

more expensive, making the estimate more conservative. 

***Pushbuttons are proposed to be added to the existing poles at the entrance to the Odenton Shopping Center 


